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THEORY OF MULTIPLIERS IN SPACES OF DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS 
AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
V. G. Maz'ya 
Leningrad, USSR 
"... and then the different branches 
of Arithmetic - Ambition, Distraction, 
Uglification, and Derision." 
"I never heard of 'Uglification'", 
Alice ventured to say. "What is it?" 
Lewis Carrol, "Alice's Adventures 
in Wonderland" 
By a multiplier, acting from a functional space S. into another 
one, S2 , we mean a function which defines a linear mapping S1 into 
So by pointwise multiplication. Thus, with the pair of spaces S1 , 
*} 
S2 we associate a third one - the space of multipliers M(S1 —>• S«) . 
Multipliers appear in various problems of analysis and theory of 
differential and integral equations. Their usefulness can be illustra-
ted, for example, by the following most simple observation: The Schrd-
dinger operator 
A + Y(x)I : < - < "
? 
P P 
is bounded if and only if y £ M(Wm —• W111""2) . 
P P 
In this way, it is reasonable to consider the coefficients of dif-
ferential operators as multipliers. The same concerns the symbols of 
pseudodifferential operators. Multipliers also appear in the theory of 
differentiable mappings preserving the Sobolev spaces. Solutions of 
boundary value problems can be sought in classes of multipliers. Be-
cause of their algebraic properties, multipliers are suitable objects 
for a generalization of the basic facts of the calculus (theorems on 
superposition, on implicit functions etc.). 
The aim of the present lectures is to give a survey of the theory 
of multipliers in pairs of Sobolev, Slobodeckii, Bessel potential, 
' Since a multiplier cannot "beautify" S1 (modulo annulling its 
elements on a set), the Mock Turtle's term "uglifier" is not quite 
senseless, either. 
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spaces etc. * ) . Regardless of the substantiality and numerous applic-
ations of this theory, it attracted relatively little attention until 
lately. Among first papers concerning our subject, let us mention the 
one due to Devinatz and Hirschman [l] , 1959, about the spectrum of the 
operator of multiplication in the space 
circumference, two papers by Hirschman 
also deal with multipliers in WZ 
in the space of Bessel potentials due t0 Strichartz [4], 1967. 
The lectures mainly include results of the author and Mrs. T. 0. 
Shaposhnikova obtained in the years 1979 - 1980 (see [5] - [ 1 3 ] ) and 
compiled in the monograph "Multipliers :ln spaces of differentiable 
functions", which is just being printed; 
For lack of space, we restrict ourjexposition to the formulation 
of results. The only exception is Section 1.1, which includes proofs. 
The contents of our lectures is as follows: 
w£ , 2\l\ < 1 , on the unit 
"2], 1961, and [3], 1962, which 
and finally, a study of multipliers 
1. Description of spaces of multiplier^ 
1.1. Multipliers in pairs of Sobolèv spaces 
1.2. Multipliers in pairs of Bessejl potential spaces 
1.3. Multipliers in pairs of Slobo<^eckii spaces 
Some properties of multipliers | 
2.1. On the spectrum of a multiplier in H 
2.2. On functions of multipliers 
2.3. The essential norm in MCW11 -V VI1) 
P i P 
2.4. Completely continuous multipljlers 
2.5. Traces and extensions of multipliers in < 
3. 
4. 
Multipliers in a pair of Sobolev spaces in a domain 
Applications of multipliers 
4.1. Convolution operator in a pair of weighted spaces L~ 
4.2. Singular integral operators w[Lth symbols from spaces of 
multipliers 
4.3. On the norm and the essentialj norm of a differential opera-
tor 
4.4. Coercive estimates of solutions of elliptic boundary value 
problems in spaces of multipliers 
4.5. Implicit Function Theorems 
4.6. On (p,£)-diffeomorphisms 
4.7. On regularity of the boundary in the L -theory of elliptic 
*) At the same time, we omit the L -thjeory of Fourier multipliers. 
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boundary value problems 
References 
1. D e s c r i p t i o n o f s p a c e s o f m u l t i -
p l i e r s 
1.1. Multipliers in pairs of Sobolev spaces 
We start with studying the spaces M(W? —> w ) , where W* is 
the Sobolev space in Rn , i.e. the completion of C* with 
respect to the norm | |V,u||L +||u|L . 
P P 
Let Y e M(Wm —> w^) , u —*• u in W111 and YU ~+ v in vf . p p n p n p 
Then there exists a sequence of positive integers ^nv^i<:>i such that 
u (x) —• u (x ) , Y(x)u (x) --> v (x ) 
nk nk 
almost everywhere. Consequently, v =- YU almost everywhere in Rn 
and the operator W311 9 u —*• YU € Wj is closed. Since it is defined 
on the whole W™ , Closed Graph Theorem implies that it is bounded. 
As the norm in the space M(w —>• W ) we introduce the norm of 
the operator of multiplication: 
| M l , = SUP{||YU|| , : ||u|| < 1} . 
M(vr + vr) \r vr 
P 4? P P 
We shall write briefly MW111 instead of M(Wm —* W311) . 
By "* i0
 w e denote the space 
{u: un C wf for all n € C~} . 
Evidently, M(Wm - w£) C ^ l o c . 
In what follows, 
Qp(x) = {y € R
n : |y-x| < P} , Qp = Q p (0 ) . 
We introduce the space 
"J.unif - <u •• z s £ > I K u l l ^ < »} . 
with n z ( x ) = n(x~z ) , n 6 C* , n = 1 on Q1 . Let 






In precisely the same way as above, we introduce the spaces S, 
and S .
f
 for any other functional space S which may appear in 
the forthcoming considerations. 
It is evident that the norm in Wj 
sup
n
 | |Y; Q.OOl 
K»l 
unif
 i s e <
3
u i v a
1-
e n t t o t n e 
x E R Чľ 
Let us present some auxiliary assertions, which serve as a base 
for the proof of a theorem on necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a function to belong to the space M(w"1 —• MT0) , p > 1 . 
Jr' P 
In the next lemma, the symbol caji(e,Wm) stands for the capacity 
of a compact e C R induced by the norm of the space 
cap(e,w"j) = inf{| |u| [p : u G C~ , u >, 1 on e ) . 
P 
Replacing here Wr by any other functional space S which in­
cludes C~ , we obtain the definition cf the capacity cap(e,S) . There 
is a number of papers devoted to the st}udy and applications of such 
set functions (see, e.g., [14] - [16J and others). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let p t= (!,+«>) , m =- l,2,j... and let y be a measure 
in R . Then the exaot constant in the\ inequality 
, that is, 
(1.1) ||u|Pđy < C||u| |P 
И? 
u € ;C„ 
is equivalent to the quantity 
sup p ( « > ť _m » | 
e cap(e,Wг ) j 
p 
where e is an arbitrary oompaot with 
For p = 2 , m = 1 this lemma was established by the author in 
[17], 1962. 
a positive capacity cap(e,W;. 
The p r o o f of Lemma 1.1 is babed on the following property 
of t h e norm i n W311 : 
P 
( 1 . 2 ) j c a p ( N t , w £ ) d ( t P ) < e l I u M j L . 
0 jp 
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where N. ~ {x : |u(x)| .> t} . The validity of inequalities of the 
type (1.2) was established in the author's paper [18], where (1.2) 
(and even a stronger inequality, in which the role of the capacity of 
the set N. was played by the capacity of a condenser N \ N2 ) was 
obtained only for m - 1 and m = 2 . Later, Adams [19] proved (1.2) 
for all integers m . Inequalities analogous to (1.2) were obtained 
for Slobodeckix and Besov spaces and for spaces of poten-
tials (see [20j - [22]). 
The estimate (1.2) being established, Lemma 1.1 can be proved 






f|u|pdp < sup y ( e ) m fcap(N.;W
m)d(tp) , 
J e cap(e,^) 0
 P 
which together with (1.2) implies the desired upper bound for C . 
Minimizing the right-hand side of the inequality (1.1) on the set 
{u € C°l : u £ 1 on e} , we obtain 
c > sup —---££-- . 
capíe,^) 
LEMMA 1,2. [5] The exact constants C0 , C in the inequalities 
( I V l P + l u l P ) d " ^ C o H u l l J n • 
(1 .3) 
|u|?dp < C||u||-' 
P 
'w"1" 
where' m > t , u e C_ , are equivalent. 
P r o o f . The estimate C 4 cC is evident. Let us prove a 
converse estimate. Let x —• o be a smooth positive function on the 
half-axis [o,°°) that equals x for x > 1 . An arbitrary function 
u e C can be written in the form 
u - (-A)£[0(-A)]~'eu + T(-A) , 
where T is a function from C~[o,«0 • As 
(~A)£ - (-1)* E 7M- D2ot , 
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we have 
Jlupdy < cC 0 ( | |V i Ca(-A)r
i u| |J l l + I |Tu| | * J . 
P P 
By Michlin's theorem [23] on multipliers of Fourier transform in L 
the right-hand side cannot exceed c C ||u||
p
 • • The proof is com­
plete .
 p 
This lemma implies 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let y e L , , p e (1,«) and let u be an arbi-
7- m P 9 J-cc 
trary^ function from C
0
 . 
The exact constant C in the inequality 
H Y V M L + IIYU|[L ^
C I M I ™ 
P P WL 







In the following lemma we denote by Y
h
 "the mollification of Y 
with radius h , that is, 
h--jк(-ÇŁ) Yh(x) -  " K[ ~-*-)Y(OdS , 
where K e' C* K ^ o and | |K| | L == 1 . 
LEMMA 1.3. The following estimate hold : 
< 1 - 4 > MY h M „ t < I I Y I I „ / < l i E l l Y h | | - , 
n M(W™ -> W p H(VT ->- w£) h-»0 n M(W£ -* W£) 
P r o o f . Let u e C~ . Minkowski i n e q u a l i t y y i e l d s 
| v j ) X | h ~
n K ( ç / h ) ү ( x - ç ) u ( x ) d ç | | L < 
V p 
< fh-nK(5/h)(J|vjjy[Y(y)u(y-o3l
p<iy) a? , 
w i t h j = 0,1 . Hence 
I I V H ^ - IMI ^ ^ K n K < ^ W l V y *<*-o\*«)1'* + 
' Two quantities a , b are said to be equivalent (notation: 
a *v b ), if their ratio is bounded and separated from zero by positive 
constants• 
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+ ((|u(y-«)|pdy)1/PldS < Hrll _ , H u | | _ . 
This implies the left-hand inequality in (1.4). The right-hand inequa-
lity in (1.4) follows from the relation 
IIYU|I t - lim ||Yhu|| t < Urn ||Yh|| . ||u|| . 
tf~ h->0 n W* h-*0 n M(Wm * IT) W* 
LEMMA 1.4. If y € M(W*J —•• W*) O M(W?~* -*• L ) , p 6 (1,~) , then -_______-_____-__, p p p p 
DaY € M(Wm —> W " 'a' ) for any multiindex a with a positive order 
W P 
|a| <, & . We have the estimate 
, | D B T , , - a e ^ - ' - ) i 
(1.5) p p 
< e | | Y | | 4B_.Z + C < C ) | | Y | | „ # , 
M(Wm * - L p ) M(W£ * W p 
where e *£s an arbitrary positive number. 
P r o o f . Using the iden t i ty 
u D°^ - 2 c D*(YD
a~eu) , 
a>3>0 a e 
with c constants, which is easily verified by induction, we obtain 
p p 
Consequently, it suffices to prove (1.5) for |a| - 1 , £ > 1 . We 
have 
I|uvY|I . - < ||uY|| , + ||YVU|I . < 
wi wr vr 
(1.6) p p p 
< (IIYII « £ + IIYII _ ! ^ )l|u|| . 
M ( WS * v M ( w p •*• w p > "p 
The interpolation property of the Sobolev space (see [24], [25]) implies 
the inequality 
(1-7> ll^ll ,m-_ /- j ^ c IMI a ~i ) / £ - i IMI J /V* 
M(WT J -> w£ D ) M(Wm -> w£) M(W£ *• -> L ) 
Estimating the norm ||Y|| m * p * in (1.6) by means of the 
M ( w p * K>~ > 
last inequality we arrive at (1.5). 
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Now we are able to establish both-sided estimates for the norm 
in M(Wm —* W ) , formulated in terms of the spaces M(W^ —->• L ) . 
P P P P 
Let us start with the lower bound. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let y € M(w"j —• Wp) . Then 
<1-8> I I V H -m + M T | I - ^ < C M Y I I - , • 
M(Wm -> L p ) M(W
m - Lp ) M(W
m - wj) 
P r o o f . First, let us assume that Y € M(Wmt~ —-> L ) . It 
is evident that 
l l Y V U L - i l M I _m ^ H U I U + C E l | D a u D e Y | | L < 
* P M(W? -> WT) W? | a | + |$ |«-£ H? 
( 1 . 9 ) P P P (#0 
i (I M l _ , + cE ||v YII _ £ + j ) I |u|| . 
M(W£ -v Wp j » l D M(w£ * + 3 -*• L ) w£ 
By v i r t u e of Lemma 1 . 4 , 
3 M(W£ i + 3 + L_) VL(\T *- ->- L p ) 
+ c ( e ) | M | . 
M ( w m *+3 + w 3 ) P P ' 
Using the inequality (1.7) for estimating the last norm on the right-
hand side, we conclude that 
HVll V-l+i - . £ M Y ! I t + c ( e ) | | Y | | _ , • 
3 M(w™ *-
+l + L ) M ( w m *• + L ) M ( w m + „ ^ } 
P P P P P P 
We substitute this inequality in (1.9). Then 
* p M(Wm *• -> L ) 
(1.10) P P 
+ C(€)MYM _ , )l l«|| . 
M(wm -v wr) vr 
p p p 
At the same time, 
Adding (1.10), (1.11) and using Corollary 1.1, we find the estimate 
I M l -,_.£ _ . « I M I __. + c ( e ) | | ~ | | _• , • 
M(VT *• + Lp) M(VT *• -*• L ) M(WT •* Wp 
Consequent ly , 
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M(W£-* • L_) " C Y M(w£ , wj) * 
It remains to dispose of the assumption Y € M(Wm —* L ) . Since Y € 
P P 
6 M<w£ --> w£) , we have ||™||L < c| |*| | , where ^ 6 cJ(Q2(x)) , 
P wp 
n = 1 on Q1(x) , x being an arbitrary point in R
n . Consequently, 
sup | |Y; Q-J 00 I IT < °° 
x p 
and for every k = 0,1,... there exists such a constant c, that 
lvkYhl « ch holds* A s t n e function Yn -~s bounded together with all 
its derivatives, we conclude that y* is a multiplier in W^ for 
every k = 1,2,... and, a fortiori, y . € M(Wmj~ -v L ) . Hence 
N yhN ja-l _4cllYhll - / • n M(Wm * + L ) n M(Wm -> W*) 
P P P P 
Lemma 1.3 makes it possible to pass here to the limit as h —>- 0 , and 
we obtain (1.12) for all y £ M(W^ —• W^) . 
P P 
Let us estimate the first summand on the left-hand side of (1.8). 
We have 
N U V N L £ l M I M / I M I . + c E l|D
auDeY||L < 
* L p M(W™ - W*) W™ | a » + ! $ ! - - £ L p 
P F P a?-0 
< (I M l M x
 + C ^ 1 H V | I -m-e+j Nkl l , 
M(WP -* v j=0 M( p "*" V ^p 
which together with Lemma 1.4 and the inequality (1.12) yields 
I|UV £Y|| L « C(||Y|| t + IIYII „_£ )l|u|| _ < 
* p M(w£ •* w£) M(w£ + I<p> w£ 
< c HYII _ , iiuii . 
This immediately provides the estimate 
H V l l M i c I M I M x • 
* M(wr -> L ) M(wr -> wi) 
p p p P 
Our lemma is proved. 
The following lemma represents the conversion of our last result. 
LEMMA 1,6, The following inequality holds: 
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I Ml , ± --c(IIVll » + 
«<< * V M(W£ * V 
(1.13) P P P P 
M ( W ^ - Lp) 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to assume that the right-hand side 
of the inequality (1.13) is finite. 
Lemma 1.5 together with the inequality (1.17) imply the estimate 
-J M(W
m *+3 -> L ) 
(1.14) P P 
£ C M Y M J / * X l l ^ l l 1 ^ • 1 = l » - - ^ - l • 
M( P "** V M( p Lp) 
Let u € C* . W e have 
I 
M V Y U ) | | L < c E II I V H V I U ' I ! L i
c ( l l v l l M + 
* p j=0 J *- 3 Up ** M(W\ -• L ) 
p p 
+ IMI JZ-l + * ? | | V H fifM ) i i U l l an-
M(Wm L + L ) j=-l 3 M(Wm * + D -> L ) W1" 
Hence and from (1.14) we obtain 
l|v£<YU)|iL < c(||v Y|| + M Y I I • )l|u|| . 
*• ^p C M(W m + L ) M(W™ * + L ) W™ 
P P P P P 
Now we only have to observe that 
IYU||L < ||Y|| m_, И* 
P L
 І i ү «-.# 11
u
 11 тn-г 
^ MÍW111 * -> L ) \Ѓ *" P P P
Lemma 1.6 is proved. 
Combining the formulations of Lemmas 1.5, 1.6, we obtain a result, 
which was established in [5 J. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let m , I be integers, p e (1,») . A function y be­
longs to the space M(W^ —• wf) if and only if y e \f , , V„Y € 
6 M(W m —• L ) a n d Y 6 M(Wm">e -~* L ) . P P P P 
Moreover, we have the relation 
I M I ,m ^ " M V " * + M ^ I I t 
M(w + \r) *~ vayr -> L ) M(wr *- -> L ) 
v p p' v p PJ K p p' 
It is apparent that the problem of describing the space M(W m —*- L ) , 
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p > 1 , is solved by Lemma 1.1. In particular, 
* s u p *T7P ' 
«0Ç*V Є [cap(e,ЛУ 
P 
This relation enables us to transcribe Theorem 1.1 in another form. 
THEOREM 1.2. [5] A function y belongs to the space M(Wm -—• vft) , 
p G (!,«>) , if and only if y € KI l o c and any compact e C R
n sa-
tisfies 
l l V ^ U g < c cap(e,Wm) , 
P P 
| | Y ; e | | P < c ca P ( e ,W
m ~ £ ) . 
P F 
Moreover., the following relation holds: 
|| V;e|| L ||Y;e||L 
(1-15) Ihll , ^ sup f7- + f-TTS • 
^ ^ e l[cap(e^)] 1 / P [ c a p ( e , ^ ) ] 1 / P j 
Let us point out an important special case of Theorem 1.2 with m-=£ . 
COROLLARY 1.2. A function y belongs to the space MW/~ 3 P € ( l »
0 0 ) » 
«* I-
P 
if and only if y € Vr , and an^ c?ompaot e C R satisfies 
II V ; el IE - c caP^»^> • 
Moreover^ the following relation holds: 
|v£ү;e| >L 





REMARK 1.1. When formulating Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.2 we can 
restrict ourselves to compacts e satisfying the condition 
diam(e) <, 1. 
If p m > n , p > 1 , we can avoid the notion of capacity when 
describing the space M(W
m —+ Vr) . Indeed, we have 
P P 
THEOREM 1.3. If pm > n , p € (1,«>) , then M(w"j -> w£) -= ^ > u n i f 
P r o o f . The i n e q u a l i t i e s 
cap(e ,W^ ) < c , cap(e,Wm""£) < c 
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hold provided . diam(e) <. 1 , and thus (1.15) implies 
I I Y I I - , i o | | Y | | , 
MO£ * HJ) w^jUnlf 
in t h i s way. i -J > u n l f C *0$~+ *J) • 
We shall show that the converse inclusion holds as well provided 
pm > n . To this aim we need the following known estimates of the ca-
pacity: 
(1.17) cap(e,Wr) .> c provided pk > n and e 5* 0 , 
(1.18) cap(e,w£) £ c(n»sne)
1~pIc^n provided pk < n , 
(1.19) cap(e,W*) >, c(log(2n/mesne)) provided pk » n and 
diam(e) 4 1 . 
By virtue of (1.17), we have 
i i v ; e . i L 
sup |~- < c • sup ||v.y;Q1(x)||L . 
{e;diam(e)<1} [ c a p ( e,-^
1 / P * * ** 1 LP 
Analogously, for p(m~£) > n we obtain 
l l Y ; e | | L 
sup P t / < c sup I |Y;Q ( x ) | | • 
{ • s d l « . C ) i l } C c a p ( e ( W ^ ) 3
1 / P X £ R P 
The estimates (1.18) and (1.19) imply that for p(m~£) <. n the 
left-hand side of the last inequality does not exceed 
c sup | |^Q., 00 I IT » where 
x € Rn 1 \ 
q a n/(m-£) for p(m-£) < n , 
q > p for p(m-£) = n . 
Now, by noticing that wf (Q̂ ,) C L (Q^ f o r pm > n we complete the 
proof. 
We have deduced the identity M(W? —* wf) « Wr u n i f by means of 
Theorem 1.2. Nonetheless, it is easy to establish it directly. 
The capacity is not necessary for the description of the space 
M(W? —> WT) , either. The following assertion, which was proved by the 
author in [26], represents the analogue of Lemma 1.1 for p = 1 . 
LEMMA 1.6. Let m and I be integers* m ̂  t >. 0 . The exaot cons-
tant in the inequality 
||u|dy < c||u|| u e c ^ ' 
161 
is equivalent to the quantity 
n








THEOREM 1.4. (i) If m >, n , m >, I , then 
I M l M , * sup | | Y ; Q a ( x ) | | , . 
M(W£ •* Wp x 6 Rn -1 WJ 
( i i ) If I < n , then 
I M l , * n s u P r ^
n | | v Y ; Q r ( x ) | | L
 + I M I L 
mq x € R n , r € ( 0 , l ) * r ^1 * 
(iii) If I < m < n , then 
MI M(W1 "*" 'Ф XЄ R > Г > 0 ^ * ̂  ^1 
+
 sup H Y ^ . W H L 
X € Rn 1 ^1 
Provided mp ,< n , p > 1 , we can give upper and lower bounds 
for the norm in M(W? —»• wf) , which do not coincide but, on the other 
hand, do not involve the capacity. Theorem 1.2 together with the esti-
mate of capacity of a ball immediately yields 
COROLLARY 1.3. The following estimates hold: 
I Y I I «<.£**> M 
rm-n/P(||V;Qr(x)||L + 
X6R",ГЄ(0,1)







 } , if pm < n , p > 1 , 
P 






;Q (x)|L + 
x€R,rЄ(0,l) Ч * r Łp 
+ r~г||ү;Q (x)|| ) , if pm « n , p > 1 . 
On the other hand, Theorem 1.2, Remark 1.1 and the estimates 
(1.18), (1.19) imply 
COROLLARY 1.4. The following estimates hold: 
H t e . d ^ W ) (n.es
a
e)^P-^ \ T ^ U i ^ W ' '-J ' 
if pm<n, p>l, £<m , 
!'Y M < < - * 6 | C ( s u p (log(2n/mesne))
(p-1)/p||v/Y;e|L + p p 4e:diam(e)<l} n ^ p 
+ sup | | Y ; Q 1 ( X ) | L , if pm=n, p>l , l<m . 
x € R p j 
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If m -= ̂  , then these estimates are valid after replacing 
sup„ ||Y;Q1(x)||L by | M L . 
x € R p 
Sometimes, Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 enable us to easily verify 
conditions for inclusion of individual functions in the space 
M(W? —* W^) . Let us give two examples of this type. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let p-> 0 and 
Y(x) =- n(x) exp(i|x|"
y) , 
where n € cn > n(0) s=l. Evidently, 
I V Z Y < X ) | <v i x r
£ ( y + 1 ) 
when x —»• 0 . Consequently, 
Y € ^ H n > pl(v+l) . 
By Theorem 1.3 the same inequality is both a necessary and sufficient 
condition for T to belong to the space M ( < - w*> for pm > n . 
P P 
Let us assume that mp < n . Then 
IIV-Qrlli. * N l*f*(y+1);QrllL 
p p 
and for m < ^(y+l) , 
limrm-n/P||v£Y;QrllL - - • 
According to Corollary 1.3 this means that Y 4 ^ivF1 —>• W ) for m < 
< ^(y+l) . If m >, £(y+l) , then 
||v^;e||L <c|| | x r ^
+ 1 ) ; e | | L < (mes ne)-^
+ 1 ) + n /P 
p p 
for an arbitrary compact e , diam(e) < 1 . 
This together with Corollary 1.4 implies that Y € M(Wm —*• W ^ . Hence 
for mp < n , 
Y e M(W^ -* w£) 4^m > ̂ (y+l) . 
In this same way we verify that 
Y € M(W^ -~> w£) ̂  m > ^(u+l) 
for mp = n . 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let y, v > 0 , n £ Co<Qi) » n(0) « 1 and 
Y(x) - n(x)(log|x|*"
1) V expfifloglxT1)^ 
Evidently, 
p . ^(p-l)-v 
|v£Y(x)| <v c|x| *(log|x|
 2) 
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By an analogous argument as in Example 1.1, we obtain from the 
last relation and from Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 that 
Y € w£ e* Ku-1) < v-l/p , 
Y € Mw£ 4«» £(v-l) < v-1 
provided £p = n . 
1.2. Multipliers in pairs of Bessel potential spaces 
For an arbitrary real y we set 
Ay - (-A+1)P/2 -- F^d+UlV^F , 
Courier transform, in Rn . 
We introduce a space H111 (l<p<», m>0) , which is obtained by 
completing the space Cfi with respect to the norm 
в ? - , , Л | | V 




 . It is well known (cf. [27]) that 
u € H^ if and only if u = A~mf , where f € L .In other words, 
each element of the space H™ is the Bessel potential with a density 
belonging to L 
Let (S u) (x) -= |v u(x) | for an integer m > 0 and 
(Smu)(x) = (J [J |7Mu(x+0y) - |Itl3u(x)|d0jV
1""2{m}dy) 
0 Q1 
provided m > 0 is non-integer. 
According to Strichartz's theorem [4] , we have 
||Amu||L - ||Snu||L + ||u||L . 
P P P 
The following theorem providing a characterization of the space 
M(Hm —»• El) is proved in [11J . 
THEOREM 1.5. A function y belongs to the space M(Hm —»- H ) , p £ 
£ (1,») , if and only if Y € M , and for any compact e Q Rn , 
l|S£Y
;e| IE .4 c cap(e,Hm) , 
P 
|P < C €*"(*> W*1""^ 
P 
holds. 
Further^ we have the relation 
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Ils^.-.ll,, ||r;e||L 
On the right-hand side* the restriction diam(e) 4 1 may be added. 
In particular* for m = I we have 
||S£Y
;e|lL 
I M l I* SUp 1 Py + I |Y| I I -
MH^ {esdiam(e)<l} [cap(e,H^)] ± / p 
P P 
Another equivalence relation for the norm in the space 
M(H*| -+ Hp) is 
M(H^Hf) 
P P 
, llY5e|| l|S.Y;e||L . 
^ ( Lpm/(m-l) +
 L Lp 
{e:diam(e)<l} I [cap(e,Hm)] ( m^ ) / m D [cap(e,Hm)]1/p 
P P 
This immediately implies that / o r pm > n , p € (l,00) , the 
_ ff * n 
space M(H^ —* H ) coincides with H u n i f • The identity MH =-
* H D unif w a s estat>iisned bY Strichartz [4] . 
We can also prove one-sided estimates for the norm in 
M(Hm —• H ) which do not involve capacity and are analogous to those 
formulated in Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4. The upper bounds yield various 
sufficient conditions for functions to belong to the class 
M(Hm —-> H ) , formulated in terms of well known functional spaces. Let 
us present two theorems of this type. 
THEOREM 1.6. (i) If Ip < n and y €. H^/£ u n ± f C\ L^ , then y € MH^ 
and the estimate 
IІTІI i < c f l Ы l ң * + IІYІIj 
MIГ l H n/Є,uni f J 
holds. 
t 
( i i ) If mp < n , I < m and Y € H , u n i f then y £ 
6 M(H? - + Hp) and 
l l ^ l l rn £ £ C | | Y | | t 
M(I^Hp> Hn/m,unif 
In the next assertion, B^ is a space of S. M. Nikol'skil, 
which consists of functions in Rn with a finite norm 
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h S u p n | h | ^ > | | V [ i i 3 v M + M V | | W [ I J 3 , 
q 
where A,v(x) =- v(x+h) - v(x) . 
THEOREM 1.7. [13J Let q >, p , {1} > 0 . 
B n / q .. 
q,»,unxf 
€ MH . The following inequality holds: 
IMI ti 
MH 
<c( sup |hr{n/«>||AhVCn/ ysQ^x)!^ + | | T | | L ) . 
x€R n,h€Q 1
 q 
(ii) Tf n/q > m , p = n/q-m+£ , {p} > 0 and Y £ B"" unif * then 
y € M(H —*• H ) and the following inequality holds: 
ST P 
'M l „ , i 
MÍH^W 
p P 








Hirschman [3j obtained the following sufficient condition for Y 
to belong to the class MW/r on a unit circumference C i y is bounded 
and has a finite q-variation Var (Y) for some q , 2 < q < l/l . 
Here the q-variation is understood to be the quantity 
m-1 l/q 
(1.20) Var (Y) =- sup ( £ |Y(t. )-Y(t )|
q) 
4 j-=0 J x J 
the supremum being taken over all partitions of the circumference C 
by points t. . 
Theorem 1.7 immediately yields a sufficient condition for a func-
/ 1 
tion to belong to the class MH (R ) , which for p = 2 coincides 
l -** 
(after replacing R by C ) with Hirschman's condition. 
Let us introduce the local q-variation of a function Y given 
-j 
on R by (1.20) with the supremum being taken over all choices of 
a finite number of points tQ < t. < ... < t considered in an arbit-
rary interval a of unit length. Since evidently 
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| | Y ( t + h ) - Y ( t ) |
q d t < c | h | [ V a r q ( Y ) ]
q 
we a r r i v e a t 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let n =- 1 , q >. p and tq < 1 . If Y £ 1-w o.nd 
Var (Y) < » , then y € MH and the estimate 
I I Y M ^ < C(||Y | | L + Var (Y)) 




c ( I I v I L + Vâ .
 ч 
1.3. Multipliers in pairs of Slobodeckil spaces 
We introduce the function 
(Dp>£u)(x) - ({l^a^<x+h) - Va;Ju(x)|
p|hrn"*pa}dh) 
where p e (1,«) and {1} > 0 . The space of functions with a finite 
norm ||D «u|L + ||u| L is called the Slobodeckil space 
p p 
and denoted by w . 
P 
The next theorem gives a characterization of the space 
M(w£ — w£) with {m} > 0 , U) > 0 , p e (1,«) • 
THEOREM 1.8. [lo] .4 function y belongs to the spaoe M(W~j —• W£) 
( m and I non-integers, m j> £ , 1 < p < « ) ĵf and on£# if Y € 
G W^ , and for every oompaot e C Rn » 
I |Dp^Y;e| |
p < const cap(e,W^) , | |Y;e| |
p < const cap(e,W^""'e) . 
Further, we have the relation 
1 lYl ' M ( ^ ) * T l[cap(e>W?)]^
 + [cap(e.̂ )]̂ Pi * 
Here again we oan restrict ourselves to compacts satisfying the condi-
tion diam(e) <, 1 . 
From this result we can easily deduce that M(Wm —* w ) *= w .-
•* p p p,unif 
provided m , £ are non-integers9 p € (1>~) awd pm > n . 
The next result deals with the case p « 1 .We shall use the 
norm |||*;Qr||| / , which is defined by 
*1 
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I l lu .cg i l , = r " ' e | | u ; Q r | | L + | | v £ u ; Q r | | L 
w<. 1 1 
for I i n t e g e r and by 
lll»;Qrlll , - r - ' | | u ; Q r | | + f f | v U 3 u ( x ) - V m u ( y ) | * f f a ) 
1 Q Q ' y i 
Y* r W r 
for £ n o n - i n t e g e r . 
THEOREM 1.9. [10] .4 function y belongs to the space M(W^ —»- WTj) , 
a > £ > 0 , if and only if y € WT - and 
| | |Y ;Q r (x ) | | | . < c o n s t r~
m + n 
wj 
holds for any ball Q (x) , 0 < r < 1 . Further^ we have 
I M l - , - sup r m - n | | | Y ! Q r ( x ) | | | , . 
M < " X > x 6 R
n , r e ( 0 , l ) " I 
For m ̂  n the last relation is equivalent to 
11-r11 - \ * sup | | | Y ; Q <x) | | | „ -v Mri i ^ 
M < ^ ) X6R" W* W^)Unif 
Let us collect some embeddings representing sufficient conditions 
for a function to belong to the space M(W? —*• WT) . 
THEOREM 1.10. Let p € (1,«) and {m}, {1} > 0 . 
(i) If v = n/q - £ and {y} > 0 , then 
L n B« ..*.-.* C MW^ . w q,»,unif p 
(ii) If n/q > m > t 3 y « n/q - m + £ and {y} > 0 , then 
B^ .- CM(Wm — w*) . q,»,unif v p p' 
(iii) If -pi <- n and p ̂  2 , then 
L- n Hn^,unif C M W P " ' 
(iv) J/ m > I , {m} > 0 , {£} > 0 s pm < n and p ̂  2 ., then 
H^. . - C M(Wm —*• w^) . n/m,unxf v p p' 
The embeddings (iii) and (iv) fail if p < 2 . 
(v) If q € [n/£,«>) for p£ < n or q € (p,00] /©-* p£ » n , then 
L n Bf ̂  -,„<* C Mwf . 00 q,p,unif p 
(vi) If m > I , q £ [n/m,«Q for pm < n or q e (p,00) / o r 
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pra = n , then 
Bl . . C MCW111 —• W )̂ 
° q , p , u m f p p ' 
The symbol B in (v) and (vi) stands for the Besov space 
< 3 t P i 
which consists of functions with a finite norm 
1/P 
h| " *-v"Jdhj 
~q 
where { s } > 0 , q, P .> 1 
((lIVcí-HE IH-n-p{s lah)1/P+ l lullw [ s r 
The assertion (i) implies the following result, which is analo-
gous to Corollary 1.5. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let n » 1 , q > p and la < 1 . If Y € L and 
- . = - . CO 
Var ( Y ) < «* > then y € Mw and the following estimate holds: 
I I Y I I ^ =̂ C U M I L , + V a rq<Y)) • 
P 
Putting q = «> in (v) and (vi), we obtain a simple criterion for 
a function Y t o belong to the class MWr (and hence, a fortiori, 
to M(W? —> Vr) ), in terms of the modulus of continuity w of the 
Jr P 
v e c t o r f u n c t i o n vr p-iY : 
1 IP 
d t < « . ІЇ7ІHÏ7P] 
By means of lacunary trigonometrical series it is not difficult 
to prove that in a certain sense even this rough sufficient condition 
cannot be improved. 
To amend points (i), (ii) of Theorem 1.10 we present the follo-
wing result concerning the case pm « n . 
THEOREM 1.11. [13] Let {m} , {1} > 0 , p > 1 and 
<Y> - supn sup |hr
U}log(l/|h|)||AhvU3Y;Q1(y)||L • 
y e R he Q±^2 P 
1) If £g = n , Y t Lw and <y> < <» , t h e n Y € M M " and t h e 
inequality 
llTll^ic(«Y> + IMI LJ 
holds. 
2) 1 / m p - n , Y € L p , u n i f
 and < Y > < °° * t?*en Y € 
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€ M(W? —> VT) for I < m . Further, the inequality 
Ml * J: Í 0 ^ + І І T І І L ) M(Лwf) L Þ ,uniíҐ 
p P 
holds. 
Since the norm of a function in the space B
s
 is equivalent 
2,« 
t o t h e norm 
S u p R S | | F u ; Q \ Q R | | + | | » | | , 
R>1 A 2 2 
where P is the Fourier transform (see Triebel [25]), the points (i), 
(ii) of Theorem 1.10 imply 
COROLLARY 1.7. 1) Let 1 < p < 2
 J
 n/2 > I 9 {1} > 0 . If y £ L M 
a»d (FY)U) « 0((l+|e |)"n) ., *hen Y 6 M / . 
2) Let 1 < p < 2 , n/2 > m , {m}, U> > 0 , m > I . If 
(PY)(5) = 0((l+|c|)m""£"n) , then Y«M(W£ -• W*) . 
P P 
It is easily seen that the norm 
ySeURnhe
S^2 ^ I ' ^ ^ ^ ^ D U V C ^ ' O I ^ H L ^ HUIIL2 
is equivalent to the norm 
sup R£ log R ||Fu;Q2R\ Q || + ||u||L . 
R>2 z K u2 2 
Hence and from Theorem 1.1 we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.8. If 21 = n , y € L^ and 
PY(€) « o (UT n ( log Ul)"1) , 
for |C | > 2 , then Y € Mvrf 
2 . S o m e p r o p e r t i e s o f m u l t i p l i e r s 
L 2 . 1 . On t h e spectrum of a m u l t i p l i e r i n H 
Let us s t a r t w i t h t h e f o l l o w i n g s imple property of m u l t i p l i e r s 
in H£ . 
LEMMA 2.1. The following estimate is valid: 




P r o o f . For any N = 1,2,... and an arbitrary function u 
ve 
Y N « I I L < H Y ^ I I ^ < I I Y I I £ l | u | |
1 f . 
^p H MH H 
from CQ we ha
P P P 
Passing to the limit for N --> <» , we conclude (2.1). 
We shall need another lemma on the composition of a function of one 
variable and a multiplier. We will consider this problem once more in 
Theorem 2.2. 
JL LEMMA 2.2. Let y € MHj~ and let o be a segment on the real axis 
such that Y O O € a for a.e. x € Rn . Further, let f € C^-3,1(a) . 
9 
Then f(Y) € MH and we have the estimate 
M f ( Y ) | | t < c E i l
f ( j ) ; a | | L M Y I I
1
 t . 
MH^ j=0 • MH 
P P 
where k = Z+l provided I is integer and k =- [£j+l provided 
(1} > 0 . 
P r o o f . Let us consider the less trivial case, {1} > 0 . 
Let I e (0,1) . Then 




















Y)llL V • 
00 00 
we have 
ll«f(Y)|| t < c(||f'|| L ||S Y|| t * ||f(Y)|lL )ll«ll t • 
H~ « c M(H i+L ) » YT 
P P P P 
This together with Theorem 1.5 implies the estimate 
ll*(Y)|| t < c(l|f'llL MYII t + l|f(Y)HL ) • MH eo MH «• 
P P 
Now it only remains to proceed by induction on [t] . 
From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we immediately conclude 
COROLLARY 2.1. If y $ MH^ and | | -y""
11 | < <» , then y"1 e MH^ 
and we have the estimate w 
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I IT" 1 ! I £ 4 c | | Y - 1 | l £ + 1 | M | k £ » 
MH*" « MH^ 
P P 
where k is the same number as in Lemma 2.2. 
We shall say that a complex number X belongs to the spectrum 
t of the multiplier Y € MH , if the operator of multiplication by Y~* 
P 
has no bounded inverse. 
Taking into account the embedding of MH into L^ , we immedi-
ately obtain from Corollary 2.1 
COROLLARY 2.2. A number X belongs to the spectrum of a multiplier 
Y 6 MH if and only if (Y~X) 0 Lw or, equivalently3 if for any 
positive number e the set {x: |Y(X),"M < e} has a positive n-di-
mensional measure. 
For p = 2 , 21 < 1 this result was obtained in [ij. 
/ 
A number X is called an eigenvalue of a multiplier Y € MH » 
I ^ 
if there exists a nonzero element u € H such that ( Y - X ) U -» 0 . 
P 
It is clear that the set of eigenvalues is contained in the 
spectrum. Let us introduce a condition which is necessary and suffi-
cient for X to belong to the set of eigenvalues of a multiplier. 
We shall need some definitions. 
Let H^(Q ) be the completion of the space C~(Q ) ( Q being 
p o U o » o 
the open ball) with respect to the norm of the space H . 
A Borel set E , E C Q./o , is said to be an H -nonessential 
0/1 p 
s u b s e t of t h e b a l l Q w 9 » p£ <,
 n » i f 
caplE,Hj(Q6)) < c0<S
n~P* , 
where cn is a small positive constant that depends only on n , p , 
L I . If p£ > n , then we define that the only H -nonessential set is 
the empty set. 
Let A be a Borel subset of Rn . The lowest upper bound of all 
numbers s for which the set 
f^a/?^1 Q/i/?^^ ^ is a H £ ~ n o n e s s e n t i a l subset of Q*/?^)} 
is nonempty, will be called the H -inner diameter of A and denoted 
by d(A;H£) . 
Obviously, for p£ > n this definition leads to the usual inner 




THEOREM 2.1. A number X is an eigenvalue of a multiplier y £ MH 
if and only if the H -inner diameter of the set {x: Y( X) ~ *} ^8 
positive. %If pt > n then this means that the set {x: y(x) -» x} 
possesses interior points.) 
2.2. On functions of multipliers 
According to Hirschman [2] , the composition $(Y) of a function 
4. e C ,p , p e (0,lj and a multiplier Y in the space wf , £ € 
€ (0,1) , represents a multiplier in w5 , where r € (0,£p) provided 
p < 1 and r - I for p = 1 . 
Let us give a generalization of this result, whicjh was obtained 
in [10] . : 
THEOREM 2.2. Let y e M(Wm —* W^) , n ̂  £ , 0 < £ < 1 , p > l . 
P P "̂  1 
Further^ let $ be a function defined on R if Xm y - 0 3 or on 
C1 i 
that 
 f y is a complex-valued function. Assume that $(0) = 0 and 
|<j,(t+x) - <|>(t)| 4 A | T | P 
with p e (o,iJ . 
Then $(Y) e M(W™"'e+r ~~* W*) with r € (0,£p) provided p < 1 , P P 
and with r = & provided p -= 1 . .The following estimate holds: 
I 14> CY> ! 1 _ £ + r r < C A ( M Y | |
P , + | | Y I | « # ) . 
M(W^ ** T+rfb M(Wm->W^) M(VT->W^) 
2.3. The essential norm in M(W? —• w£) 
Let p >. 1 and let both m and I be simultaneously either 
integers or non-integers, m ̂  I ^ 0 . 
Let us denote by 
ess 1 M I » / 
м(w*Vw*; p . p > 
the essential norm of the operator of multiplication for the function 
Y € M(W™ —* wf) , that is, the number 
inf llT-Tll - » . 
{T} i£*J 
where {T} is the family of all completely continuous operators 
W * 1 - W* . 
p p 
The following theorem gives both-sides estimates of the essential 
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norm (see [ip] ) . 
THEOREM 2.3. Let y e M(Wm —»- W ) , m > I ̂  0 3 and let both m and 
• P P 
t be simultaneously either integers or non-integers. 
(i) If p > 1 and mp < n , then 
IIY;€ 
ess ||Y|| m p * lim sup »-~ ,. 
M(vr-vW^) «-*0 { e : d i a m ( e ) < 6 } 4 c a p ( e , v r *")] -1 p p « u *- p j 
+ A. 
[ c a p ( e , Л ] 
+ l i m s u p 
r ~ { e C R n 
In particularj 
r H " " { e n \ Q r : d i a m ( e ) < l } " i > « t - ^ » " p 
P 
, Ь e И Ł p И
D p Д ^ Є l І L p > 





e s s Ц ү Ц / * I І Y І I L + l i n
 S U P -r / ,, ±% + 
mЃ « ő->0 { e : d i a m ( e ) 4 ő } [ c a p ( e , w Ь ]
 1 / p 
+ l i m s u p 
P 
P Д Y ; Є 
r_HX> { e c Rn \ Q : d i a m ( e [ c a p ^ e . w j ) ]
1 ^ 
Hi) If m < n j then 
e s s | | Y | ' 
MCWÍJUw* ) 
* l im 6m~n s u p n ( 6 -
£ | | Y ; Q 6 ( X ) | | + | | D / Y ; Q 6 ( X ) | | L ) + 
6+0 X € R n ° ^1 1»*' ô **! 
+ l i m sup r ш _ - ( r " * | | T ; Q _ ( x ) | | + | | Ð , ү ;Q ( x ) | | ) 
lx|-v» r e ( 0 , 1 ) 1 ' 1 
In particular, 
e s s | | Y | | / * I M I L + I±m sup 6
£ - n | | D a / Y ; Q 6 ( X ) | | L + 
MW^ • S->0 x e R n 1 , ^ . o .u1 
+ l i m sup r m "" n | |D / T ;Q (x) | | -
ixt-»- r 6 ( 0 , 1 ) 1 , ' c r ul 
( i i i ) If m p > n , p > l or m .> n , p = 1 , then 
e s s | | Y | I _ o * l i m | | y ; Q 1 ( x ) | | „ / o r m > I , 
M(VT->*T) |X{-><» w*-
P P ' P 
e s s | | Y | | i * I M I L + H i | | Y ; Q 1 ( X ) | | £ . 
MW « ix i+« W 
p ' p 
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2.4. Completely continuous multipliers 
Let us denote by M(Wm —* vr") , m > I , the family of such func-
p p -
tions Y that the operator of multiplication by Y is completely conti-
nuous as an operator from w into W' . 
P P 
Evidently, Y e M(W
m —> W^) if and only if 
P P 
ess || Y| I , = 0 . 
M ( W m ^ ) 
Consequently, Theorem 2.3 implies the following necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for a function Y € M(Wm —y W ) to belong to the 
0 JP P P 
c l a s s M(Wm —• \T) . 
P P 
COROLLARY 2.3. ( i ) If pm < n , p > 1 , then y <= M(Wm —• W*) if 
and only if 
, l l v ; e | | L H
D
p , ^ ; e | | L 
l i m sup »P , + — ^ = 0 , 
^ ) ] 1 / P [ c a p ( e , W ™ - 1 / " ' 
l i  sup 1 A I + A7~\ 
i+0 {e.diam(e) ,<«} >• [capíe.W111"*)] i / p [capCe.W™)] 1 / p J 
f "
Y ; e | l S " D p , ^ ' e " L 
l im sup 
{e cR"\Q :diam( 
( i i ) J / pm > n , p ^ 1 or m = n , p = 1 , then Y 6 M(W
m —•• W )̂ 
~~ JL P P 
i f and onZz/ if Y € W p ^ n i f an<*' 
( 2 . 2 ) l i m H Y ^ . O O U , - 0 . 
ixj-M» x vr 
p 
(iii) If m < n , then the inclusion Y € M(W
m —> W ) is valid if 
and only if the identity 
lim 6m"n sup |||Y;Q.(X)||| . =- 0 
6+0 x € R ° W^ 
is valid simultaneously with (2.2). 
The next theorem offers still another characterization of the 
space M(W^ —> wr) . 
THEOREM 2.4. The spaee M(Wm —• W^) is t h e completion of C~ w i t h 
respect to the norm of the space M(W*^ —-*. W ) . 
For the case m = I we have the following result, which strengt-
hens Lemma 2.1. 
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THEOREM 2.5. For I > 0 , 1 ^ p < °> f the following estimate is va-
lid: 
I M I L 4ess | M | , . 
mr 
In accordance with Theorem 2.4, let us denote by MW the comp-
00 Jf P 
letion of the space CQ with respect to the norm of WT. The following 
theorem, together with Theorem 2.5, shows that the essential norm in 
MW^ is equivalent to the norm in L 





2.5. Traces and extensions of multipliers in W^ 
:
 1 P 
Let R
n + m
 « {z « <x,y): x € Rn, y € Rm} and let w£>3(R
n+m) be 
the completion of the space C*(Rn m) with respect to the norm 
f | y | p f 5 ( | v k u |P + | u | P ) d Z )
1 / P . 
Rn+m 
As is well known [28], [22], the space W (Rn) for non-integer 
I represents the space of traces on Rn of functions from 
Wk fl(R
n+m) , where 0 == k-£-m/p . Moreover, wf(Rn) is the space of 
P> p P 
traces on Rn of functions from Wp + m / p(R n + m) . 
We will formulate two theorems which demonstrate that an analogous 
situation occurs for the corresponding spaces of multipliers. 
Following Stein [27], we introduce an operator of extension of 
functions defined on Rn to the space Rn m by means of the identity 
(2.3) (TY)(x,y) =- Js(t)Y(x+|y|t)dt , 
where the function r, is subjected to the conditions 
k 
(2.4) f(l+|x|)гz: sup |v.r,|(l+|x|)jdx = C < 
J
 ^
0 ðQìx| 3 
(2.5) fc(x)đx = 1 , 
|xaç(x)dx * 0 , 0 < | oc | < M . 
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THEOREM 2.7. [6] Let {£} > 0 , I < k , where k is an integer, 
re MW* fi(R
n+m) , (3 » k-£-m/n and y (x) =- r(x,0) . Then we have the 
P» P 
estimates 
C^HTy.rf-ll illT.it-II^AllP.B-M^ • 
p. 8 P P»& 
An assertion analogous to Theorem 2.7 is valid even for the space 
o.f multipliers MW* Q (R
n+1) , where R n + 1 » {z - (x,y): x e Rn, y > 0} 
P, P + *•" , 
while Wk (Rn+1) is the completion of C~(Rn+1) with respect to 
P , $ + 0"+* 
t h e norm 




THEOREM 2.8. [61 ( i ) Let {1} > 0 , r e MW* 0 ( R "
+ 1 ) , 3 « k - . t - 1 / p , 
^ — — — — — U J P » p "*" 
k > I and y ( x ) = r ( x , 0 ) . Then 
l l Y ; R n | | , < c I l r i R f 1 ! ! v . 
(ii) Let U } > 0 , P >, 1 and V Y € MW^(Rn) . Further, let TY 2>e 
*"* n+1 ^ t h e e x t e n s i o n of y to R , defined by the formula (2.3), where 
the function r, is subjected, only to the conditions (2.4), (2.5). 
Then 
| | V S ( T Y ) ;
 R + + 1 M M w k 4 C C | | V S Y ; R
n | | ^ , 
where k > t and & -= k - £ - l / p . 
THEOREM 2.9. Let U } > 0 , 1 . < P < " > > r e MW^+m/p (Rn + m) , y (x) -= 
•- r ( x , 0 ) . Then we have the estimates 
C 1 C _ 1 | ^ R n + M | I ^ P * I l ^ R n ! ^ -• C2l l r : R n + m ! I ^ m / P • 
P P P 
3 . M u l t i p l i e r s i n a p a i r o f S o b o l e v 
s p a c e s i n a d o m a i n 
0 1 Let (1 be a bounded domain o f c l a s s C ' , m and I i n t e g e r s , 
m .> £ >. 0 , p , > l . We. w i l l formulate a theorem e x p r e s s i n g t h e p o s s i -
b i l i t y o f e x t e n s i o n o f m u l t i p l i e r s from fl t o Rn . The symbol E 
w i l l denote t h e o p e r a t o r o f e x t e n s i o n o f E. M. S t e i n ( s e e [ 2 7 ] , Chap. 
6 ) , wh i ch performs t h e e x t e n s i o n W*(Q) —*• W~(R ) . 
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The following result is proved in [7] . 
THEOREM 3.1. Let y £ M(W
m(fi) -* wf (ft)) , 1 < p < «> . Then E Y € 
€ M(wm(Rn) —v W^(Rn)) and the inequality 
l l E ^ R n M ™ / i c | | Y ; 0 | | , 
M(W£->w£) M(Wm->W^) 
holds. 
Hence and from Theorems 1.2 - 1.4 we obtain the following equi-
valent norms in the space M(wm(ft) —* Vr(Q)) . 
P P 
THEOREM 2 . 2 . [7] ( i ) If p > 1 , mp <_ n , then 
I I V s e H L llY;e||L 
MY;O|| , - sup -4- - - + E J7- . 
M ( W p Wj) e c a ^ [ c a p ( e , w m ( R n ) ) ]
1 ^ ^ ( . . ^ j ] ^ 
( i i ) If p > l , m p > n or p =- 1 , m >. n , then 
l l T i - l l _ i - I | Y ; O | | £ . 
M(^Wp) w£ 
(iii) J/ m < n ., then 
M Y - O I I » , - sup p 1 ™ £ pj"£||vjY;Q (z) O 0||L . 
M(Wm->W^) Z€ft;P€(0,l) j=0
 J p ^1 
Let us formulate a theorem on the essential norm of functions 
y e M(w?(ft) --»• wf (ft)) , where m and I are integers, ft is a 
bounded domain of class C 0 , 1 
THEOREM 3.3. ( i ) If p > 1 and mp <_ n , then 
_ . . . . „ . , L 
; f i | | ^ i i m s u p »
P , y + 
M(\T->r) 6-K) { e ^ Q:d iam(e)<6} ^ [capie.vT""'6)] 1 / p 
I I V ; e | l L 
+ [ c a p ( e , W ^ ) ] l / P 
In particular, 
I I V ; e H L 
5 I I Y ; - - I I / ^ I I Y ; O | | L + l i m sup - , P , 
MW* ~ 6+0 {e<^ft:d iam(e)<6} [ c a p ( e , W p ] 1 / p 
( i i ) If m < n , then 
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ess | | Y ; 0 | | m ^ lira 6
m"n sup [*~l\ | Y ; Q . ( z ) n o | L + 
M ( w l" í"w l ) ó"*° zeíl x 
+ | | v г ү ; Q 6 ( z ) П 0 | | L ) . 
In particular, 
l-n 
6-+0 z € 0 ' ** w ""1 
ЄSS | |ү;fl| I / * I ІY;ö| lL_
 + *im « s u P
л








(iii) If m p > n , p > 1 or m .> n , p -= 1 , then 
ess ||Y;0|| » = 0 f o r m > I and 
M(W£*WJ) 
ess | | Y ; 0 | | * *v | | Y ; 0 | |, for m « £ . 
MW^ « 
P 
This theorem immediately yields 
COROLLARY 3.1. A function y £ M(W?(0) -> W^(fl)), m > I , belongs to 
o » P P 
the subspace M(W (0) —• W^(0)) of completely continuous multipliers 
if and only if 
|Y;e||L II^Y;e| P lim sup ł **-——•— + -?-І 
6+0 {ec o:diam(e)<6} I [cap(e,Wm~£)] 1 / p [cap(e,w£)] 1 / p 
provided p > 1 and mp < n ; 
lim 6m~n sup (6"£| |Y;Q,(z) n O| |T + | |v.Y;Q,(z)n o|L ) = o 
6+0 z G 0 6 1̂ * ° V 
provided m < n . Finally, M(w*|(fl) —> w£(fl)) -= M(W™(0) —• wf (0)) 
provided either m p > n , p > l or m ^ n , p -= 1 . 
4. A p p l i c a t i o n s o f m u l t i p l i e r s 
4.1. Convolution operator in a pair of weighted spaces L« 
Let K : u —» k * u be the convolution operator with a kernel 
k . The results of the preceding section can be regarded as theorems 
on properties of K considered as an operator from L2((l+|x| ) ' ) 
into L2((l+|x|
2)^/2) , m >, I >, 0 , with 
l w l
L 2 ( ( 1 + l x | 2 ^ V
( f | u | 2 ( 1 + i x i 2 ) r d x ) 1 / 2 -
Let us give a simple example. The operator K is continuous if 
and only if its symbol, that is, the Fourier transform Fk , belongs 
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to the space M(Wm —»- Wr) . According to Theorem 1.8, this is equiva-
lent to Fk € W2 , and 
2,loc 
f|Fk|2dx ̂  const cap(e,Wm""^) , ||D ^(Fk)|2dx 4 const cap(e5W
m) 
e e 


















If 2m > n , then 
||K|| ,. sup (||Fk;Q (x)j| + ||D (Fk);Q (x)|| ) * 
x£R A 2 ' 2 
" l | F k | U 
^ u n i f 
For p = 2 the results of Sec. 2.3 give both-sided estimates of 
the essential.norm, as well as conditions of the complete continuity 
of the operator K . 
Theorem 2.2 describes properties of functions of an operator K 
mapping L2((l+|x|
2)m/2) continuously into L2(<l+|x|
2)^/2) . In par-
ticular, let 0 < I < 1 and let <j> be a complex valued function of 
the complex variable, <j>(0) = 0 . By <j>(K) let us denote the convo-
lution operator with the symbol <j> (Fk) . If the function 4 satisfies 
the uniform Lipschitz condition, then the operator s(>(K) is conti-
nuous in the same pair of spaces as the operator K . 
Replacing the Lipschitz condition by a weaker one, |<f>(t+T) - <f>(t)| <^ 








where r e (0,£p) . 
According to Corollary 2.2, a number X belongs to the spectrum 
of an operator K , which is continuous in L2((l+|x| ) ) , if and 
only if (Fk-X)"1 £ L^ . 
By virtue of Theorem 2.1, X is an eigenvalue of the same opera-
tor if and only if the (2,£)-inner diameter of the set f£: (Fk)(£) = 
= x} is positive. 
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4.2. Singular integral operators with symbols from spaces of multi-
pliers 
Assertions formulated in this section (cf. [9]) show the useful-
ness of the spaces MW^ and MW^ for developing the calculus of sin-
P P i 
gular integral operators acting in the space W (1 < p < °°, £-1,2, 
P 
. . . ) . (The basic facts of the theory of such operators are found in 
the monographs [23], [27], [30].) 
Let us introduce the space C°°(MŴ ,dQ.) of infinitely differen-
P i t 
tiable functions on the sphere 3Q. with values in MW^ . 
In the same way we introduce the space C°° (MW^, 9Q.) . In what 
n follows, A , B , C stand for singular integral operators in R 
with symbols a(x,e) , b(x,e) , c(x,e) , where x e Rn , 0 e dQ . 
THEOREM 4.1. Let AB be a singular operator with a symbol ab , 
A • B - the composition of operators A , B . 
If a 6 C°°(MŴ ,8Q1) and there is sueh a function b e C°°(dQ1) 
that b-b 6 C°°(MŴ ,dQ.) , then the operator AB - A • B is completely » » p 1 
continuous in W 
P 
The next theorem gives condition for the operator AB - A * B 
to have order -1 in W j . 
THEOREM 4.2. If a e C°° (MW^+1, dQ±) and Vxb € C°
0(MW^,dQ1) , then 
the operator AB - A* B maps W' continuously into \<r . Here AB 
P P 
is a singular operator with the symbol ab , while A* B is the com-
position of operators. 
In the conclusion of this section we give two immediate conse-
quences of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, concerning the regularization of a 
singular integral operator. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let there exist a function a^ € C°°(dQ1) such that 
a-a € C°°(MW ,dQ.) . Further, let c =- 1/a £ L (Rn x dQ.) . Then cc oo p i ^ 1 
€ C<w(MWr,3Q.) and c-c € C°°(MŴ ,dQ.) , where c =- 1/a . Moreover, 
P J. °° PJ_ o a o o 
the operators A • C - I and C • A - I are completely continuous in 
W* 
P * 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let a £ Loo(R
n x dQ±) and Vxa £ C*(MW^, 6Q1) . 
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Further, let c = 1/a 6 L (R x dQ.) . Then V c € C (MW^dQ.) and 
1 x p p i 
the operators A » C - I and C » A - I map VT continuously into 
/ + 1 . p 
4.3. On the norm and the essential norm of a differential operator 
Probably the simplest application of the space M(Win —*• w ) to 
( P P 
the theory of differential operators is that given in the following 
assertion. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The operator 
(4.1) P(x,Dx)u -= £ a (x)D
au , x £ Rn , 
I a ilk 
represents a continuous mapping w —• w , h >, k , if a £ 
€ MOv ' —• IN ) for any multiindex a . We have the estimate 
P P 
11*11 h h-k 4 c £ ||a || . . . k . w'W1 K ja|<k a M(Wn '"Uw11 K) 
P P ,s== P P 
For some values of p , h , k , even the converse estimate holds. 
Namely, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If p -= 1 or p(h-k) > n , p > 1 , then the follo-
wing relation is valid: 
'^^-k |at<k" ""M^'-lWr") ' P P '" P P 
The essential norm of the operator P possesses analogous pro-
perties: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (i) We have the estimate 
ess ||P|| . , k < c £ ess ||a || . , k . 
W p ^ K la|<k a M(w£ ,0,*w£ K) 
(ii) If p = 1 or p(h-k) > n , p > 1 and if P maps Wv 
Ji-k " 
continuously into w , then the following relation holds: 
e S S " P M v { < k ^ i4k
eSSMaJIM(w5-'«l<k) * 
Finally, let us mention that the estimate 
||P0; R ^ S ^ M ^ i e s s IIHI^^k 
P P 
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holds, where PQ is the principal homogeneous part of the operator 
P . 
4.4. Coercive estimates of solutions of elliptic boundary value 
problems in spaces of multipliers 
It is well known that the solutions of elliptic boundary value 
problems satisfy coercive estimates in Sobolev spaces. It appears 
that similar estimates are valid even for norms in classes of multi-
pliers acting on a Sobolev space. 
In the half-space RJ? * {(x,y): x e Rn, y >. o} let us consider 
the operator of a boundary value problem {P,P.,...,P, } , where P is 
a differential operator of order 2k while P. are the operators of 
boundary conditions, induced by differential operators of orders k. . 
We assume the coefficients of operators P , P. to be constant and 
such that the operators generate an elliptic boundary value problem. 
THEOREM 4.4. [8] Let y € W^jloc(R+
+1) H L^R*4"1) , where h is an 
integer, h > 2k . Further, let PY e M(wh(R^+1) —>• Wh"2k(R^+1)) , 
PjYi^o € M(W^-1/P(Rn) — Wp~k^~1/P(Rn)) . Then y € MwJ<»£+1) and 
ľ - R Г 1 N м w h , c ( l | P ү ; R Г i i м ( и h ^ . 2 k ) " n + 1 " ь І C ( І І P Y ; R П + 1 І 
p p "p 
+ £ 1IIV




Notice that the norm of the function y in --^(R^ ) cannot be 
omitted on the right-hand side, even in the case when ker{P,P.} -* 0 . 
Theorem 2.8 is the basis for the following theorem on the first 
boundary value problem: 
( 4 . 2 ) P(D)u =- 0 for y ^ 0, d^u/dy^ = <j>. for y = 0, 0<j<k- l . 
THEOREM 4.5. [6] Let P be a homogeneous differential elliptic ope­
rator of order 2k with constant coefficients. If 
v
k-i-j*j
 e MW£<RІ1> • 0 < г < 1 , 1 < p < 00 
then there exists one and only one solution of the problem (4.2), such 
that V.
 1
u € MW^ r_/«i/ (
R+ ) > r ,> 1 . This solution satisfies 
the estimate 
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IIVl t t ! B ? + 1 | l r i ^ l l v * ;Rn|| , . 
Let us present a theorem of the same character for the e l l i p t i c 
operator 
, ^ „ Әx. <> i j дxJ 
in an arbitrary bounded domain a C R
n
 with coefficients from L
w
(ft). 
Let us assume that the matrix of coefficients is symmetric and positive 
definite. 
Let us consider the Dirichlet problem 
°1 Lu » 0 in n , u-g € W2(fi) , 
where g e W2(Q) . This problem is uniquely solvable. 
THEOREM 4.6. [8j If g € MW2(Q) , then u € MW2(Q) . Moreover, u-g £ 
1 ' °1 t£M(W2(Q) —-• W2(Q)) and we have the estimate 
. ||u;Q|| a < c||g;fi|| ± . 
MW2 MW2 
REMARK 4.1. Let Q be a bounded domain with a boundary of class 
C 0 , 1 . By Theorem 2.8, MW^R11""1) is the space of traces on R11"*1 of 
i n 
functions from MW^(R"). Hence it easily follows that any function $ 
J« 1 





||g;fi|| . * ||+;aa| 
MWJ 
This together with Theorem 4.6 implies the unique solvability in the 
space MW^(Q) of the Dirichlet problem 
Lu » 0 in Q , u|
a Q
 == <j> 6 MW^(dQ) . 
4.5. Implicit Function Theorems 
The next assertion, formulated in terms of multipliers, represents 
an analogue of the classical Implicit Function Theorem. 
THEOREM 4.7. [7j Let G -~ {(x,y): x € R31"1, y > <f> (x)} , where $ e<z-
tisfies the uniform LipsohitB condition in R Further, let u 2>e 
a function in G satisfying the following conditions: 
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(i) grad u 6 MW^~ (G) , where t is an integer, t ^ 2 , 
(ii) u(x,<j>(x)+0) = 0 , 
(iii) inf (du/dy) (x,<j>(x)+o) > 0 . 
Then grad <j> € Mw£~1~1/p(Rn~1) . 
Close to this result is the next theorem on implicit mappings. 
THEOREM 4.8. [7] Let t and s be integers, n > s > n-(£-l)p >, 0 . 
Further, let x € RS , y 6 Rn"S , z = (x,y) and Zet u : Rn ->• Rn""S, 
<j> : R -> R be mappings satisfying the conditions 
(i) u£ € MW^~1(Rn) , 
(ii) u(x,4»(x)) = 0 for almost every x 6 R , 
(iii) the matrix [u' (x, <j> (x))] exists and its norm is uniformly 
bounded. 
Then •' € w^-l-(a-«)/P . 
x p 
Local variants of Theorems 4.7, 4.8 are valid as well. 
4.6. On (p,£)-diffeomorphisms 
Let U be an open subset of the space R . In the present sec-
tion we study the space W^U) not only for t - 0,1,... but for 
t > 0 non-integer as well. In this latter case, 
||u;tl|| = ||u;D|| m + 
Wp Wp J 
+ Z (J f|7ju(x)-7ju(y)|P |X-y|
_n"p{£)dxdY]
 P . 
j=-0 U U 
Together with U we consider an open set V C Rn and introduce 
a Lipschitzian mapping K : U -—• V such that the determinant det K' 
has a constant sign and is separated from zero. If the elements of the 
Jacobi matrix K' belong to the space of multipliers MW^~1(U) , 
p > 1 , t j> 1 , then by definition the mapping ic is a diffeomorphism. 
We give a theorem on properties of the (p,£)-diffeomorphisms. 
THEOREM 4.9. [7] ( i ) Let u € w£(V) , t >, l r and let K : U —• V be 
a (2ft)-diffeomorphism. Then u © K £ wf(U) and we have the estimate 
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I l u o K ; U | | Z < c | | u ; V | | , . 
P P 
- 1 ( i i ) If K is a (ip>l)-diffeomorphism3 then K is a ( p , £ ) -
-diffeomorphism as well. I 
( i i i ) Let y € MW (̂V) , t > 1 and let K be a (p,l)-diffeo-
t morphism. Then y « K £ M (U) and we have the estimate 
llv K; u]| . < c||Y;V|| , . 
MVT MW^ 
p p 
(iv) Let U , V and W 2>e open subsets of R , let K^ : U —• 
•—*• V and K 2 : V —• W be (p,Z)-diffeomorphisms. Then their composi-
tion K „ « K, : U —• W is a (•g,l)-diffeomorphism as well. 
Let P be a differential operator of the form (4.1) on U , K 
a (p,£)-diffeomorphism U —* V , I >_ k , and let Q be a differential 
~~ - 1 - 1 
operator on V introduced by the identity Q(u «? K ) = (Pu) O K 
By virtue of Theorem 4.9, (i), (ii), the operator Q maps W (V) 
continuously into Wl" (V) if and only if the operator P maps 
W^(U) continuously into wf"k(U) . 
/ k Denote by ° i o c (
u ) tne class of operators of the form (4.2) 
satisfying p € Mfwf"1*' (U) —> wf"k (U)) for any multiindex a , a p,loc p,xoc i 
|a| < k . 
PROPOSITION 4.4. An operator P belongs to the class 0^,kQC(U) if 
and only if Q € 0^kQC(V) . 
/ k By virtue of Theorem 4.1, the condition Q 6 o ', (U) is suffi-•* p,loc 
cient for the operator P to map W'̂  l o c ^ i-nto ^TJ i o c ^ " In 
each of the cases p = 1 and p(£-k) > n , the inclusion P e 
JL k 6 O •, (U) represents a necessary condition as well (see Proposition p,ioc 
4.2). 
In terms of (p,£)-diffeomorphisms we can in a standard manner 
define the class of n-dimensional "(p,£)-manifolds", both with or with-
out boundary, 
Let I be an integer, I >, 2 , and JL a (p,£)-manifold. If 
p(£-l) 4 n we add the assumption that the (p,£)-structure on R is 
of class C . Then Theorem 4.7 on implicit functions yields that the 
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(p,£)-structure on 1 induces the (p,£-l/p)-structure on 63R . 
As an example of a (p,<£)-manifold with boundary we can consider 
a domain in Rn with a compact closure and a boundary having a local 
explicit description by a Lipschitzian function with a gradient from 
mt-l-l/P(Rn-l) _ 
The class of (p,£)-manifolds is well suited for developing on 
them the L -theory of elliptic boundary problems. Without caring about 
P 
full generality, we shall show in the next section that this is in-
deed the case with the boundary value problems in a subdomain of Rn . 
4.7. On regularity of the boundary in the L -theory of elliptic 
boundary value problems 
This se6tion deals with the application of the theory of multipliers 
no elliptic boundary value problems in domains with "non-regular boun-
daries" . 
We consider the operator {P,P.,...,Ph} of a general elliptic 
boundary value problem with smooth coefficients in a bounded domain 
Q C Rn • We assume that ord P = 2h 4 I , ord P. =- k. < I , l < p < 
< «» . 
It is well known that, provided the boundary is sufficiently 
smooth, 
p Y-?h h £-k-r--/p 
(4.3) {P;P.} : w£(Q) -~> w£ ^n(Q) X £ W 3 (3Q) 
J c hr "I-5! 
is of Fredholm type, that is, it has a finite index and a closed range. 






 J J I V ^ I I £-vi/p+ | |u ;n l |J ' 
( 4 . 4 ) h 
^ «rj"" 
where the last norm on the right-hand side can be omitted provided we 
have uniqueness (see [25]). 
The proof of these assertions of the "elliptic L -theory" is based 
on an investigation of a boundary value problem with constant coeffi-
cients in R+ , and on a subsequent localization of the original prob-
lem by means of a partition of unity and a local mapping of the domain 
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onto a half-space. 
The smoothness of coefficients (and, consequently, of the solu-
tion) of the resulting boundary value problem in Rn is determined Di. m P 
by the smoothness of the surface ôft 
We will characterize the boundary of the domain in terms of spa-
ces of multipliers. Then, using the above mentioned technique of loca-
lization of the boundary value problem, we can apply theorems on tra-
ces of multipliers on the boundary (cf. Sec. 2.5). This approach ena-
bles us to weaken the well known requirements on the domain ft , which 
guarantee validity of the L -theory. 
0 1 Let i. be a bounded domain of class C * , that is, for every 
point of the boundary 3ft there is a neighbourhood in which ft can 
be described (in a certain Cartesian system of coordinates) by an ine-
quality y > <f> (x) with a Lipschitzian function <$> . 
If <j> e W£~1/p(Rn~1) , then by definition, ft € w^"1^ . 
p J P 
Further, let us formulate the requirement on the domain ft , 
which in what follows will be called the condition N ~ /p, p(£-l) 4 
I? 
^ n : For every point 0 e aft there exists a neighbourhood V and a 
domain G =- {(x,y): x e R11""1, y > $ (x)} such that V O ft = V O G and 
Here 5 is a constant, which depends on values at the point 0 of 
the coefficients of the principal homogeneous parts of the operators 
P,P , ... P. in the system of coordinates (x,y) . For t =- 1 , the 
role of the last inequality is played by the estimate | |v<f>;R ~ | L 4 
00 
£ 6 • 
The following result was established in [12]. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let a domain ft satisfy the condition N /P for 
p(£-l) < n and belong to the class vr - 1' p for p(£-l) > n . Then 
(4.3) is a Fredholm operator. 
It can be shown that the condition N /p is equivalent to the 
inequality 
, f|Dpje_1/p(*.Qe);Qe||L 
ITo le Sc Ug E Lcap(e,v/-^P( R^))]^P
+ l l^ ; Q- l lJ = *° ' 
where 6Q i© a sufficiently small constant, and 
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DP.*-I/P<"-'«.>
 = (í I V i * ( x + h > - V i * ( x ) l P l h l " n + 2 " P d h ) 
є 
Hence we easily find that the condition N£~ 1 / P follows from the con-
vergence of one of the integrals 
P<n-*) 
R11"1 
| [(Dp,£-l/p<f>)(x)JPa""1)~1 dx for P(£~1) < n ' 
n-l 
| C(Dp £-i/p*)
(x>-3PC1og+(Dp ^ 1 / pO(x)]
P" 1 dx for ptt-l) = n . 
R^1 
Notice that for p(£~l) > n , the condition from Theorem 4.10 
has the form 
f C(Dp>£_1/p*)(x)]PdX < - . 
Rn-1 
R E F E R E N C E S 
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